The Death of Josephine
swiftly when one is in prison; and when Fate opens the
door, cat-and-mouse fashion, it is to plunge into new
conditions for which one no longer has Youth's resource
and elan. But old champions take no stock of wounds and
drains on the system, so long as Imagination can still
envisage victories. Absorbed in treacherous fancies, they
do not foresee a failing body and strained mentality out
of step with Imagination, not coordinating—lagging—
falling behind—
There was one, however, to whom this prison sentence
meant final release—a gentle lady up in Malmaison.
It all started with a cold, not long after the news came
that he had reached Elba. At first Josephine did not mind
the slight attack. She had caught it when lunching with
the czar, the tall personable young autocrat whose manly
figure was setting all the Parisiennes' hearts a-flutter.
The lunch was not to give aid and comfort to the enemy.
To make war was then the natural way of life, and foes
made up rather easily after battle. Besides, no one ever
cherished rancor after a meeting with the sweet Joseph-
ine. And it might mean that she could save Malmaison and
her daughter's new title Duchess of St.-Leu, which Hor-
tense had been given after Louis's desertion; also that a
word in the young man's ear might ease a little the
condition of the prisoner on Elba.
After the luncheon she had returned home, elated with
her apparent success; and the excitement bred a chill,
for she had been fading lately; and the chill in turn
brought a rather ordinary sore throat. It did not yield
to poultices, developing into a sort of quinsy, then some-
thing more serious—just what, the owlish chirurgeons,
who came whirling in their cabriolets from Paris, could not

